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REPORT OF LAST DAY'S ACTION - HOUSE 

 
SB    4     HINES           LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS     
            Constitutional amendment to provide for consideration of         
            certain matters during regular sessions in even-numbered years.  
            (2/3-CA13s1(A))                                                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments.                   
 
SB   19     THEUNISSEN      FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Increases the maximum annual amount an airport can receive from  
            the General Aviation and Reliever Airport Maintenance Grant      
            Program under certain conditions.                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB   20     C ROMERO        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Exempts used motor vehicle dealers licensed prior to January 1,  
            2002, from certain educational seminar requirements.             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB   28     LENTINI         ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Requires compliance with night work provisions on highway        
            projects where DOTD has found night work feasible in order to    
            qualify for contract incentives to construct expeditiously.      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB   36     CAIN            GAMING                   
            Requires that the first $50,000 of revenue generated be used     
            for the promotion of youth interest in quarterhorses. (gov sig)  
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on ADMIN CRIM JUSTICE.                                
 
SB   39     MCPHERSON       LOCAL OFFICIALS          
            Provides that the town of Woodworth shall appoint rather than    
            elect their chief of police.                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB   41     LENTINI         SEX OFFENSES             
            Adds requirement that sex offenders register with police chiefs  
            of incorporated areas.                                           
               Reported favorably. (6,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB   46     FONTENOT        WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Increases benefit limits for each surviving parent from twenty   
            thousand to one hundred thousand dollars.                        
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB   78     MCPHERSON       STATE AGENCIES           
            Prohibits state agencies with certain exceptions, from expending 
            public funds for advertising on billboards. (gov sig)            
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  123     MALONE          CAMPAIGN FINANCE         
            Requires information relative to sample ballots be included on   
            certain campaign finance reports.                                
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  148     ULLO            CORONERS                 
            Authorizes physician coroner to pronounce death based on         
            certain information received.                                    
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  150     SCHEDLER        MENTAL HEALTH            
            Provides for administering medication to a patient admitted to   
            a psychiatric treatment facility under certain emergency         
            conditions without his consent.                                  
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  151     SCHEDLER        MENTAL HEALTH            
            Provides for an area management structure in the office of       
            mental health.  (gov sig)                                        
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  152     SCHEDLER        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Creates the Louisiana Nursing Foundation special prestige        
            license plate.                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 



SB  182     MICHOT          MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Creates the Camp Woodmen special prestige license plate.         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB  196     ULLO            CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Redefines the crime of "stalking" and increases the penalty for  
            such crime.                                                      
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  211     IRONS           INSURERS                 
            Requires health insurers to cover certain medically prescribed   
            contraceptives and contraceptive services. (10/1/01)             
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  248     DUPRE           PLANNING/ZONING          
            Provides relative to the Houma-Terrebonne Regional Planning      
            Commission.                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  250     DUPRE           HOUSING                  
            Abolishes the Houma Housing Authority and creates the            
            Houma-Terrebonne Housing Authority. (gov sig)                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  253     DUPRE           PLANNING/ZONING          
            Provides relative to regional planning commissions and           
            consolidated governments.                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  267     B JONES         MUNICIPALITIES           
            Provides that the municipality of Grambling shall appoint        
            rather than elect their chief of police.                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  278     DARDENNE        WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Includes occupational therapists as health care providers in     
            the workers' compensation law.                                   
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  282     FONTENOT        CLERKS OF COURT          
            Authorizes the Livingston Parish Clerk of Court to establish     
            and maintain up to two branch offices in Livingston Parish.      
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SB  298     SCHEDLER        PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to social service contracts.  (gov sig)        
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  321     ELLINGTON       EXPROPRIATION            
            Authorizes corporations that transmit or distribute electricity  
            and stream for power to expropriate needed property.  (gov sig)  
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SB  325     HAINKEL         CIVIL SERVICE            
            Removes chief of police for the city of Hammond from the         
            classified service. (2/3-CA10s18)                                
               Signed by the Speaker of the House.                               
 
SB  341     DUPRE           GAMING                   
            Prohibits elected officials from having a pecuniary interest in  
            excess of 10% in any business or organization which holds a      
            riverboat license or the land-based casino operating contract.   
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  361     HINES           OPTOMETRISTS             
            Revises the term "diagnostic and therapeutic pharmaceutical      
            agent" as defined in the Optometry Practice Act.                 
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  364     ELLINGTON       CLERKS OF COURT          
            Increases certain fees which are paid to the clerks of court     
            and deletes provisions requiring the payment of certain other    
            fees.                                                            
               Discharged from the committee on JUDICIARY.            
               Designated duplicate of HB 672.                                   
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
SB  365     ELLINGTON       CLERKS OF COURT          
            Provides for the fees charged by clerks of court for recording   



            multiple indebtedness mortgages and for the form of those        
            mortgages.                                                       
               Discharged from the committee on JUDICIARY.            
               Designated duplicate of HB 673.                                   
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
SB  372     W FIELDS        EXPROPRIATION            
            Requires DOTD to send to the owner of property 45 days before    
            the filing of a petition in a "quick take" expropriation an      
            itemized statement of the owner's loss or damage, the            
            methodology used in the estimate, and names of the estimators.   
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  390     SCHEDLER        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Creates a special license plate for the certain Louisiana Orders 
            of Elks and for the Upper Room Bible Church.                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB  399     W FIELDS        INSURERS                 
            Requires health insurers to pay according to policy provisions   
            pending workers' compensation disability disputes.               
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  404     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Creates and provides relative to an excess benefit plan.         
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  405     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to the conversion of a disability retirement   
            to a regular retirement. (7/1/01)                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  417     SCHEDLER        PROCUREMENT CODE         
            Provides relative to the procurement code and preferences given  
            to certain agricultural products. (7/1/01)                       
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.                                
 
SB  421     C ROMERO        SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Provides for membership of the Iberia Parish Airport Authority.  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB  465     M SMITH         ETHICS                   
            Provides for an exception from the Ethics Code to allow board    
            members of the Sabine River Authority to exercise a lease with   
            the board.                                                       
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  471     M SMITH         CAMPAIGN FINANCE         
            Provides civil penalties for violations of campaign finance      
            prohibitions against excessive contributions to a candidate.     
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  488     CRAVINS         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes governing authority of St. Landry Parish to adopt     
            ordinances and regulations in order to condemn and demolish      
            structures by reason of their nature or condition to prevent     
            danger to public welfare, safety, health and sanitation.         
               Reported favorably. (9,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  490     BOISSIERE       ELECTED OFFICIALS        
            Provides relative to the acceptance of certain things of         
            economic value by elected officials.                             
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  500     W FIELDS        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Requires the one-time $25.00 fee for the prestige license plate  
            for Alpha Phi Alpha for the fraternity's Louisiana district      
            office.                                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB  511     LENTINI         CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Establishes a distinct post conviction relief procedure for      
            seeking DNA testing available until 8/31/03.                     
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on ADMIN CRIM JUSTICE.                                
 
SB  525     ELLINGTON       GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  



            Transfers the authority to administer the federal grants for     
            emergency assistance and weatherization services for low income  
            persons from the Department of Social Services to the Louisiana  
            Housing Finance Agency.  (gov sig)                               
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  527     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to the membership in the Assessors'            
            Retirement Fund and for the part-time re-employment of           
            retirees.  (7/1/01)                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  528     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes the payment of interest on DROP funds at the end of   
            the plan period when a member remains employed.  (7/1/01)        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  529     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides relative to retirement options.  (7/1/01)               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  530     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Provides for the payment of employee contributions upon the      
            death of a member.  (7/1/01)                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  531     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes members of the fund to retire with thirty years of    
            service at any age.  (7/1/01)                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  532     BOISSIERE       ASSESSORS RETIREMENT     
            Authorizes an increase in the employee and employer              
            contribution rate and the accural rate for the Assessors'        
            Retirement Fund. (7/1/01)                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
SB  568     ULLO            CIVIL COMMITMENT         
            Provides the appropriate statutory reference for coroner fees    
            and services.                                                    
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  616     HEITMEIER       TAX/TAXATION             
            Provides for the use of toll tags after payment of a refundable  
            deposit by public safety personnel exercising the right of free  
            passage on the Crescent City Connection Bridge and provides for  
            installation and enforcement of certain systems. (gov sig)       
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  621     HAINKEL         FIRE PROTECTION          
            Increases per diem for governing board members of a fire         
            protection district with a population of more than 100,000       
            persons.                                                         
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  623     HAINKEL         SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Increases the term of office for Tangipahoa Water District's     
            Board of Commissioners.                                          
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  645     ULLO            PUBLIC NUISANCES         
            Reduces the waiting period authorized for property owners to     
            clean up property which is overgrown.                            
               Reported favorably. (9,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  647     DUPRE           SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Provides for the membership of the board of commissioners of     
            the Bayou Blue Fire Protection District if the district is       
            extended into Lafourche Parish. (gov sig)                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  659     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Interrupts the running of prescription for failure to file any   
            tax return, rather that just income and franchise tax returns.   
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  668     B JONES         REVENUE DEPARTMENT       
            Authorizes the Department of Revenue and a taxpayer to agree to  



            project an assessment by the use of sampling procedures          
            conforming to generally recognized sampling techniques.(gov sig) 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  669     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Creates a rule to cease business for the secretary of the        
            Department of Revenue to use to collect final assessments and    
            court judgments of sales and withholding tax collected from      
            others.  (7/1/01)                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  673     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Creates a tax settlement oversight committee to approve proposed 
            settlements of tax disputes of $2 million or more, including     
            interest and penalty.  (gov sig)                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  674     B JONES         REVENUE DEPARTMENT       
            Authorizes the Department of Revenue to require a taxpayer to    
            make records available in machine-sensible format.  (gov sig)    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  675     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Limits the requirement that estimated taxes be paid by persons   
            who can reasonably be expected to have an income tax liability   
            of $1,000 (up from $200 in present law). (gov sig)               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  678     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Expands the tax clearance program to include all taxes and to    
            include businesses which provide goods and services to the       
            state and to lottery license renewals.  (7/1/01)                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
SB  716     IRONS           SEIZURES/SALES           
            Provides relative to exemptions from seizures.                   
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on CIVIL LAW&PROCEDURE.                                
 
SB  722     HAINKEL         FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Imposes a moratorium on the certification of methadone clinics   
            pending further study by Department of Health and Hospitals of   
            the need and criteria for certification of such clinics.         
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  753     BOISSIERE       INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for examinations of insurers by the commissioner of     
            insurance.                                                       
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  779     FONTENOT        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Requires the Dept. of Public Safety and Corrections to           
            establish a prestige license plate for "Unlocking Autism".       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB  795     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Requires notice to be given to the defendant, surety of bail     
            bonds, and the bondsman when the bail bond fixes the date of     
            appearance when the defendant fails to appear or an appearance   
            date is changed. (gov sig)                                       
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  822     HAINKEL         JUDGES                   
            Provides for an additional judgeship and the office of           
            commissioner in the 22nd Judicial District. (01/01/02)           
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  866     CAMPBELL        ANIMALS                  
            Allows for the introduction of dogfighting paraphernalia as      
            prima facie evidence of dogfighting.  (gov sig)                  
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  878     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Provides that a bail bond is null and uncollectable when the     
            time for prosecution has lapsed unless the bond has been         
            previously forfeited.                                            
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 



SB  911     BOISSIERE       COURTS                   
            Provides for the exemption of parking violations from the        
            jurisdiction of certain courts in the parish of Orleans and in   
            certain district courts of the parishes within the limits of     
            the Port of Orleans. (gov sig)                                   
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  913     FONTENOT        COURTS                   
            Provides for drug testing performed by certified laboratories    
            in custody or visitation proceedings.                            
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  918     HOYT            GAMING                   
            Provides for the redistribution of certain video poker           
            revenues. (gov sig)                                              
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  930     CRAVINS         SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues per diem for governing board of fire protection        
            districts in certain parishes.  (gov sig)                        
               Reported favorably. (8,0) (Regular) Referred to the Legislative   
               Bureau.                                                           
 
SB  941     HAINKEL         WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Provides relative to the Horsemen's Workers Compensation Relief  
            Act.                                                             
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  950     C ROMERO        FISH/FISHING             
            Reduces the annual non-resident saltwater fishing license from   
            $50 to $30.                                                      
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar.          
 
SB  979     BOISSIERE       LOCAL AGENCIES           
            Authorizes the Board of Commission of the Port of New Orleans    
            to conduct administrative hearing for parking violations.        
            (7-1-01)                                                         
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB  995     DUPRE           LEVEES                   
            Specifies basis for payments made by Terrebonne L&C Dist. to the 
            Atchafalaya Basin Dist. and authorizes transfer of 1/2 ownership 
            of property from Atchafalaya Dist. to Terrebonne District.       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SB 1002     HAINKEL         SURVEYORS                
            Provides for the certification of land surveyor interns.         
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB 1024     DUPRE           SHRIMP/SHRIMPING         
            Removes certain restrictions on the duration of the additional   
            fee imposed when purchasing gear for the taking of shrimp.       
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SB 1025     MCPHERSON       ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Prohibits stacked configuration of more that one sign if the     
            total area of the signs exceeds 576 square feet.                 
               Received in the House from the Senate, rules suspended,           
               read by title.                                                    
 
SCR  15     M SMITH         ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Urges DOTD and local governments to remove dead animals from     
            roads and rights-of-way as quickly as possible.                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SCR  22     CRAVINS         COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Creates the Bayou Boeuf Advisory Committee.                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
SCR  28     BAJOIE          HEALTH CARE              
            Expresses and declares support of the legislature for a women's  
            health platform.                                                 
               Read by title.  Lies over under the rules.                        
 
SCR  60     DARDENNE        COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget to study  
            the feasibility of relocating the Louisiana School for the       
            Visually Impaired to the campus of the Louisiana School for the  



            Deaf.                                                            
               Read by title.  Lies over under the rules.                        
 
SCR  79     SCHEDLER        HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPT    
            Requests DHH to apply for a federal grant to study the           
            feasibility of establishing an optional categorically needy      
            Medicaid eligibility group for working individuals with          
            disabilities.                                                    
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on HEALTH & WELFARE.                                
 
SCR  85     DARDENNE        CONDOLENCES              
            Offers the condolences of the legislature to the family of       
            Charles William "Bill" Roberts.                                  
               Read by title, rules suspended, concurred in.                     
 
HB    1     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS           
            Provides for the ordinary operating expenses of state            
            government                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB    2     HAMMETT         CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Provides for the comprehensive capital outlay budget             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB    3     HAMMETT         CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Provides for the Omnibus Bond Act                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB   10     MURRAY          COURTS                   
            Requires the Judicial Compensation Commission to make a          
            recommendation on the salaries of certain commissioners          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB   17     FARRAR          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Increases the civil jurisdictional amount in city courts to      
            $35,000                                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB   18     BRUNEAU         GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Provides for appointment, in lieu of election, of commissioner   
            of elections; merges and consolidates office of commission of    
            elections with office of secretary of state and Dept. of         
            Elections and Registration with the Dept. of State               
               Reported with amendments (9-2) (Major State)                      
 
HB   42     DOWNER          LEASES                   
            Provides for rights of military personnel when terminating a     
            residential lease in certain circumstances                       
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB   44     DOWNER          LIABILITY/PUBLIC         
            Provides for limitation of liability of owners and operators of  
            motor vehicles used for transportation in emergencies            
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB   66     PITRE           SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides for the exercise of the rights of ownership with        
            respect to a thing of the estate                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB   70     POWELL          STATE SYMBOL             
            Provides for the official state fruit                            
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB   80     ANSARDI         COURTS/PARISH            
            Increases the jurisdictional amounts in civil actions in the     
            First and Second Parish Courts of Jefferson Parish               
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB   92     FRITH           DWI                      
            Provides for additional special costs to be assessed in DWI      
            convictions                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB   97     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/JUDGES        
            Allows certain judges who are still in active service in the     
            Judges' Noncontributory Plan to retire subject to early          
            retirement provisions previously made available to certain       
            judges                                                           



               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 96, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  101     HILL            PROPERTY/COMMUNITY       
            Requires the consent of both spouses to alienate, encumber,      
            lease, or harvest community timber                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  102     MURRAY          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Provides for additional salary of chief judges of district       
            courts                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  116     MORRISH         TAX/SALES-USE, LOCAL     
            (Constitutional Amendment) Removes constitutional limitation on  
            certain local sales and use tax rates                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  133     FRUGE           ATTORNEYS/FEES           
            Provides for the recovery of attorney fees in certain            
            circumstances                                                    
               Call from the calendar refused.                                   
               By vote of 25 yeas, 65 nays.                                      
 
HB  144     FRUGE           CIVIL/VENUE              
            Provides for venue in suits on open accounts                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  156     CAZAYOUX        RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Repeals provision requiring the taking and passing of the        
            National Teacher Examination prior to reemployment of certain    
            retirees under the "critical teacher shortage law"               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  167     FAUCHEUX        AIRCRAFT/AIRPORTS        
            Increases the maximum annual grant amount an airport can         
            receive from the General Aviation and Reliever Airport           
            Maintenance Grant Program under certain circumstances            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  187     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/COOPERATIVES 
            Authorizes the perpetual existence of co-operative marketing     
            associations                                                     
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB  197     PINAC           CONTRACTORS              
            Increases basic licensing fee for contractors from maximum of    
            one hundred dollars to three hundred dollars                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  208     GREEN           CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Provides with respect to matters raised in actions concerning    
            child support, custody, and visitation rights                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  209     GREEN           SEIZURES/SALES           
            Exempts certain motor vehicles from seizure                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  220     CAZAYOUX        RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides regarding the entitlement to and distribution of        
            survivor benefits to the surviving spouse and major children of  
            a deceased member                                                
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 2.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  226     FAUCHEUX        CRIME                    
            Provides with respect to the crime of carnal knowledge of a      
            juvenile                                                         
               Reported with amendments (8-1) (Regular)                          
 
HB  234     PERKINS         MATRIMONIAL REGIMES      
            Requires license issuing officer to deliver a summary of the     
            covenant marriage laws                                           
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  235     TOOMY           RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Exempts retirees who have a valid Louisiana teaching             
            certificate from reemployment restrictions and exempts           
            employers of such retirees from certain reporting requirements   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 



HB  236     TOOMY           RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Provides that reemployed teachers are treated as "ineligibles"   
            for purposes of federal social security                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  237     FAUCHEUX        PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION   
            Authorizes municipalities and parishes to expropriate by a       
            declaration of taking                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  253     CROWE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends deadline for nonpublic high schools to be approved by    
            BESE and to have applied for eligibility for certain state       
            funds in order for graduates to be eligible for a TOPS award     
               Reported with amendments (13-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB  262     GREEN           CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Provides for the termination of income assignment orders         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  271     LANCASTER       LOBBYING                 
            Increases the registration and annual renewal fees for lobbyist  
            registration and removes the fee for filing supplemental         
            registration forms                                               
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  The bill, having received two-thirds            
               vote of the members elect, was finally passed, title              
               adopted, ordered to the Senate.                                   
 
HB  275     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS    
            Amends provisions of the Prison Litigation Reform Act            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  303     DURAND          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Establishes the Parish Juvenile Operational Fund in each of the  
            parishes of Iberia, St. Martin, and St. Mary                     
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  309     MONTGOMERY      MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Exempts motor vehicle dealers from the requirement to obtain a   
            new license under certain circumstances                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  335     ANSARDI         CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides relative to mailing and service of notice of judgments  
            in certain cases                                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  341     DURAND          CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Extends the child support obligation to certain majors           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  345     KENNARD         RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Adds one surviving spouse of a deceased member to the board of   
            trustees who is elected at large by a vote of all active and     
            retired members                                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  359     WALSWORTH       PRESCRIPTION             
            Provides for a one year prescriptive period for malpractice      
            actions against nursing homes                                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  363     CROWE           PROBATION                
            Creates the Sex Offender Registry Technology Fund                
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB  364     DAMICO          STUDENT/DISCIPLINE       
            Authorizes local school boards to adopt zero tolerance policies  
            for disciplining students, to include certain requirements in    
            such policies, and to charge fees relative to such requirements  
               Reported with amendments (12-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB  365     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to certain bonds submitted by contractors for  
            projects let by DOTD                                             
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  376     GREEN           MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Requires used motor vehicle dealers to provide all necessary     



            documents to effect the transfer of title                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  379     MARTINY         CRIME/CONTRABAND         
            (Constitutional Amendment) Clarifies that the constitutional     
            protection granted to ownership of personal property (effects)   
            does not apply to contraband                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  395     ERDEY           CORONERS                 
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Authorizes the qualifications for    
            office of coroner in Livingston Parish to be established by law  
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  419     ERDEY           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Increases benefit limits for each surviving parent from $20,000  
            to $50,000                                                       
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 102, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  436     PINAC           TELEPHONES/EMERG SERVICE 
            Limits liabiliy of communication districts, sheriffs, service    
            providers, and wireless service suppliers while providing        
            emergency telephone services                                     
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  439     PINAC           CREDIT/CONSUMER          
            Exempts certain lenders who do not charge additional fees from   
            the licensure requirements for credit repair services            
            organizations                                                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  444     G SMITH         JUDGES                   
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Requires the appointment of a        
            justice of the peace on the Judiciary Commission                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  445     G SMITH         WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Creates a crab task force                                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  453     WALSWORTH       CIVIL/DAMAGES            
            Provides procedures for awarding exemplary damages in certain    
            cases                                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  462     DONELON         TAX EXEMPTIONS/HOMESTEAD 
            (Constitutional Amendment) Provides that the homestead           
            exemption shall extend to a bona fide home occupied by a person  
            who is purchasing the home under a bond for deed contract.       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  467     FAUCHEUX        LOCAL FINANCE            
            (Constitutional Amendment) Authorizes local governments to       
            provide capital from certain revenue sources for industrial      
            development purposes                                             
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  472     HOLDEN          TAX/AD VALOREM-MFG/EXEMP 
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Provides that any manufacturing      
            establishment receiving an exemption from ad valorem taxes for   
            such taxes levied by a school board shall by terms of the        
            contract granting such exemption be required to make a paym      
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  474     JOHNS           LIABILITY/CIVIL          
            Authorizes health care providers in community health care        
            clinics to treat patients who are not enrolled in public         
            entitlement programs                                             
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  480     ODINET          WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Creates the Mullet Task Force                                    
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            



 
HB  481     PINAC           CONTRACTORS              
            Allows the Louisiana State Licensing Board for contractors to    
            contract for certain services and initiate civil proceedings     
            against persons fined by the board                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  483     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Authorizes the Louisiana State Employees' Retirement System to   
            accept electronic signatures on retirement documents as          
            original signatures                                              
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  495     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Increases the benefit accural rate used for the calculation of   
            benefits (to 3.5%)                                               
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  496     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Authorizes the system to pay annual 2% supplemental COLA to      
            retirees and beneficiaries who are at least age 65               
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  505     MORRISH         TAX EXEMPTIONS/HOMESTEAD 
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Authorizes a procedure for           
            decreasing the homestead exemption applicable to ad valorem      
            taxes levied by political subdivisions and authorizes the        
            subsequent increase not to exceed $7500 of assessed valuation    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  507     DANIEL          BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            (Constitutional Amendment)  Authorizes budget adjustments in     
            certain circumstances                                            
               Read by title, ordered reengrossed, passed to 3rd                 
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  511     MONTGOMERY      RETIREMENT/LOCAL         
            Deletes the general prohibition against the payment of interest  
            and deletes the required one-year waiting period before          
            interest is payable                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  521     RIDDLE          TAX/HOTEL OCCUPANCY      
            Increases the maximum rate of the hotel occupancy tax which      
            tourist commissions in certain parishes are authorized to levy   
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  524     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE              
            Provides for definitions, labeling requirements, and             
            distribution of certain commercial feeds                         
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB  533     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Authorizes the clerk of court to use an electronic signature,    
            stamp, or other such facsimile of the prosecuting attorney's     
            signature to sign the bills of information for the mayor's       
            court in the city of Kenner                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  534     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Requires the city council of the city of Kenner to appoint one   
            or more attorneys as court magistrates for the mayor's court in  
            the city of Kenner                                               
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 94, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  535     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Creates the office of animal hearing officer of the mayor's      
            court of the city of Kenner                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            



 
HB  537     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides that the employees of the New Orleans City Park         
            Improvement Association are not eligible to be members of the    
            system                                                           
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  538     CAZAYOUX        COURTS/CITY              
            Increases the jurisdictional limitation in civil cases in the    
            city court of Port Allen                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  547     ANSARDI         SUCCESSIONS              
            Authorizes heirs to exercise certain rights prior to the         
            qualification of a succession representative                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  559     DIEZ            AIRCRAFT/AIRPORTS        
            Decreases the state's matching proportion of funding for         
            certain airport projects                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  560     FAUCHEUX        GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Creates the Mississippi River Road Commission as a state agency  
            in the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism and         
            abolishes the Mississippi River Road Commission (a political     
            subdivision) and its board of commissioners                      
               Reported favorably (9-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB  562     FLAVIN          LOCAL GOVERNMENT         
            Authorizes the governing authority of Calcasieu Parish to        
            employ or retain legal counsel                                   
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  565     HAMMETT         TAX COMMISSION, STATE    
            Provides with respect to the Louisiana Tax Commission board      
            members appointed by the governor                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  567     HOPKINS         DISTRICTS/HOSPITAL SERVC 
            Relative to the board of commissioners of the North Caddo        
            Hospital Service District, authorizes an increase in             
            membership, provides for terms, and authorizes a per diem        
            increase                                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  574     McDONALD        SHERIFFS                 
            Provides that in Ouachita Parish the sheriff shall pay for       
            hospital, surgical, and medical insurance for certain retired    
            sheriffs and deputy sheriffs                                     
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  575     NEVERS          BOATS/SHIPS/VESSELS      
            Creates the Louisiana Boat and Motor Titling Act.                
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 98, nays 1.  The bill, having received              
               two-thirds vote of the members elect, was finally passed,         
               title adopted, ordered to the Senate.                             
 
HB  581     PINAC           CREDIT/CONSUMER LOANS    
            Provides for various changes to the Louisiana Consumer Credit    
            Law                                                              
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  582     PINAC           COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS   
            Requires collection agencies to provide the commissioner of      
            financial institutions with access to records, greater bond      
            coverage, and assignment of certain trust accounts               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  583     PINAC           INSURANCE                
            Provides for privacy of consumer nonpublic personal information  
            with regard to insurance products and services offered by        



            financial institutions                                           
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 
HB  596     BOWLER          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows motions for new trial in workers' compensation hearings   
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  602     DANIEL          SEWERAGE                 
            Changes provisions on individual sewage treatment system         
            effluent                                                         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  608     DOWNER          GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Recreates the Joint Legislative Committee on Reorganization of   
            the Executive Branch                                             
               Reported favorably (12-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB  618     FAUCHEUX        CREDIT/CONSUMER          
            Sets maximum delinquency charges on certain consumer credit      
            transactions                                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  621     FAUCHEUX        MENTAL HEALTH            
            Clarifies that a family member may execute a statement forming   
            the basis for the issuance of an order to take a person into     
            custody for an immediate mental examination                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  624     FLAVIN          MINERALS                 
            Provides for monthly reporting to owners of unleased mineral     
            interests                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  627     HOPKINS         DISTRICTS/WATERSHED      
            Staggers the terms of the board members serving on the Board of  
            Commissioners of the Caddo Lake Watershed District               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  632     McMAINS         SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides for the independent administration of estates           
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  633     McMAINS         SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides for a revision of certain succession provisions         
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  634     McMAINS         SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides for the substitution of dispositions                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  643     M STRAIN        COURTS/JUSTICE OF PEACE  
            Increases the jurisdiction of the justices of the peace in St.   
            Tammany Parish in litter matters                                 
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  649     FRUGE           CLERKS OF COURT          
            Adds new fees paid to clerks of court to fund the operation of   
            Electronic Access/Internet systems                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  653     HUDSON          MTR VEHICLE/SALES FIN    
            Requires lenders or sellers to offer gap insurance coverage for  
            financed motor vehicles                                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  658     MURRAY          COMMERCE                 
            Adds and revises provisions relative to the regulation of        
            antique dealers                                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  659     PINAC           ENVIRONMENT/ENFORCEMENT  
            Provides that DEQ's lien on immovable property for costs of      
            remediation shall be subordinate to prior security interests up  
            to the pre-remediation value of the property and is superior to  
            such prior interests for any increase in value after             
               Notice given subject to call.                                     
 



HB  670     LUCAS           EXCEP PERSON/DISABLED    
            Provides relative to parking privileges for mobility-imparied    
            persons                                                          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 89, nays 5.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  671     McCALLUM        CLERKS OF COURT          
            Authorizes the clerks of district courts to charge filing fees   
            for expungement proceedings                                      
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
HB  672     McCALLUM        CLERKS OF COURT          
            Increases certain fees which are paid to the clerks of court     
            and deletes provisions requiring the payment of certain other    
            fees                                                             
               Designated duplicate of SB 364.                                   
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
HB  673     McCALLUM        CLERKS OF COURT          
            Provides for the fees charged by clerks of court for recording   
            multiple indebtedness mortgages and for the form of those        
            mortgages                                                        
               Designated duplicate of SB 365.                                   
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
HB  674     PITRE           PORTS/LAFOURCHE          
            Provides relative to the rights and powers of the Greater        
            Lafourche Port Commission                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  681     PINAC           CREDIT/CONSUMER          
            Requires small loan and deferred presentment transaction         
            lenders and consumer lenders to obtain certain licenses          
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  682     PINAC           LOAN BROKERS             
            Changes definition of "loan broker" to "consumer loan broker"    
            and removes lenders who broker federally related mortgage loans  
            from licensure requirements                                      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  687     PITRE           PORTS/LAFOURCHE          
            Designates a Coastal Corridor and directs DOTD to place          
            appropriate signage                                              
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  693     DOWNER          LEVEES/TERREBONNE        
            Transfers ownership of certain property situated with the        
            boundaries of the Terrebonne Levee and Conservation District     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  695     DOWNER          LEVEES/TERREBONNE        
            Specifies the millage on which ad valorem tax payments made by   
            the Terrebonne Levee and Conservation District to the            
            Atchafalaya Basin Levee District are based                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB  723     MURRAY          COURTS                   
            Authorizes the constables of the first and second city courts    
            of New Orleans to charge an additional $5 fee in civil matters   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  733     FLAVIN          LIABILITY/CIVIL          
            Provides limitation of liability for the city of Lake Charles    
            and the parish of Calcasieu for the administrative acts of       
            certain city court officials                                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  737     FUTRELL         DISTRICTS/ECONOMIC DEVEL 
            Creates the Florida Boulevard Economic Development District in   
            East Baton Rouge Parish                                          
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  739     POWELL          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal and traffic cases in     
            the 21st JDC and the city courts of Hammond and Denham Springs   
            to fund the CASA and CAC programs                                
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           



               yeas 92, nays 5.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  740     SNEED           CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Shortens the peremptive period in which to annul an adoption     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  741     SNEED           FAMILY LAW/PATERNITY     
            Provides the effects of a father's failure to file with the      
            putative father registry                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  743     ANSARDI         CIVIL/DISCOVERY          
            Increases fees for the production of medical records             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  750     WALSWORTH       MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL      
            Provides for definitions of "health care provider" and           
            "malpractice" in the Medical Malpractice Act                     
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  757     PERKINS         JUVENILES                
            Provides for immunity for law enforcement officers in providing  
            assistance to runaway juveniles                                  
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  760     LANDRIEU        NOTARIES                 
            Provides for the continuing education of non-attorney notaries   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  763     HUNTER          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Authorizes the Fourth Judicial District Court to designate       
            matters to be heard by specific divisions of the court           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  778     TRICHE          RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides for the Early Retirement and Payroll Reduction Act of   
            2001                                                             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  780     DURAND          PROPERTY/SUBSTANDARD     
            Provides relative to the authority of St. Martin Parish          
            governing authority to regulate nuisances                        
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 99, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  782     DURAND          BOARDS/COMMISSIONS       
            Authorizes the governing authority of Iberia Parish to appoint   
            two commissioners from St. Martin Parish to the Acadiana         
            Fairgrounds Commission                                           
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  798     DONELON         EMPLOYMENT/AGENCIES      
            Repeals provisions of law that provide for the regulation of     
            employment agencies by the Department of Labor                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB  804     ANSARDI         CONTRACTS                
            Prohibits the waiver of the effects of subrogation in certain    
            circumstances                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  807     DEWITT          ACCOUNTANTS/CPA          
            Protects certain communications between a client and a           
            certified public accountant from disclosure                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  808     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Requires publication of opinions from circuit courts of appeal   
            workers' compensation hearings                                   
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 89, nays 8.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  810     DONELON         LIABILITY/CIVIL          
            Limits the liability of insurance producers, agents, and         
            brokers to insurers and group self-insurance funds, except for   
            gross negligence or wanton acts                                  



               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  813     BROOME          COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal and traffic cases in     
            the City Court of Baton Rouge to fund the CASA program           
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 88, nays 12.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  818     CRANE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends through the 2002-2003 school year the time period for a  
            TOPS waiver from meeting high school core curriculum             
            requirements due to course unavailability                        
               Reported favorably (11-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB  828     FAUCHEUX        COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Provides for limitations of the costs of filing certain          
            pleadings and appeals                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  835     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Provides relative to licensure of speciality vehicle dealers     
            and prohibits such dealers from failing to disclose certain      
            warranty information                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  836     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Exempts motor vehicles salesmen/agents from being required to    
            obtain an additional license in certain circumstances            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  838     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/MUNICIPAL POL 
            Provides for use of funds in the insurance premium tax fund for  
            paying COLAs to certain members whose merger into the system     
            deprived them of certain benefits                                
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  872     FUTRELL         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits, under specified conditions and limitations, subsequent  
            use of certain TOPS awards at eligible La. institutions by       
            otherwise qualified students who enroll as first-time freshmen   
            in out-of-state colleges or universities                         
               Reported with amendments (12-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB  873     HOLDEN          ENVIRONMENT/PERMITS      
            Prohibits transfers of permits for waste facilities or           
            landfills for five years from issuance of permit                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  888     PINAC           CONTRACTS                
            Enacts the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act                   
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB  889     WINSTON         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Requires the state to agree in all adoption contracts to         
            provide for future in-hospital mental health care for children   
            formerly in state custody who have been adopted                  
               Reported with amendments (9-3) (Regular)                          
 
HB  890     POWELL          MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Requires specific location in state in order to sell speciality  
            vehicles                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  897     HAMMETT         LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS 
            Provides for appointment of the police chief in the town of      
            Lake Providence                                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  902     McCALLUM        PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION   
            Authorizes the Town of Bernice to expropriate by a declaration   
            of taking property needed for the Rail Spur Project              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  1:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  903     R ALEXANDER     MUNICIPAL/LAWRASON ACT   
            Authorizes the governing authority of the village of Sikes to    
            provide for filling the office of police chief by appointment    
            or in the alternative to abolish the office of police chief and  
            provide for obtaining law enforcement services                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 



HB  905     DEVILLIER       SHERIFFS                 
            Provides for group health and life insurance coverage for        
            retired sheriffs and deputies in Assumption Parish, but excludes 
            their dependants                                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB  908     HEBERT          DRUGS/TESTING            
            Exempts the drug courts from certain drug testing provisions     
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 3.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  914     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Provides with respect to retirement eligibility requirements     
            and withdrawal from service and creates an alternative           
            contribution plan                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB  917     NEVERS          UNEMPLOYMENT COMP        
            Increases percentage amount of wages from 27% to 40%             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB  921     M JACKSON       CHILD DAY CARE FACILITY  
            Enacts "Children's Product Safety Act"                           
               Reported with amendments (14-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB  923     PINAC           TAX/SALES & USE          
            Provides relative to the remittance of taxes on leased motor     
            vehicles                                                         
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB  927     LANDRIEU        CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Provides for the effect of a temporary child support order       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB  930     HOLDEN          POLICE/AIRPORT           
            Provides that certain rights and benefits for                    
            police are applicable to employees of the Baton Rouge            
            Metropolitan Airport Police/Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting unit   
               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
HB  931     LANDRIEU        BONDS                    
            Increases the authority of the Health Education Authority of     
            Louisiana to issue bonds                                         
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB  932     JOHNS           UTILITIES                
            Provides procedures relative to safety of persons engaged in     
            activities in proximity of high voltage overhead electric lines  
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB  966     MARTINY         CRIME/SEX OFFENSES       
            Provides with regard to the definition of sexual offender and    
            sex offenses                                                     
               Reported by substitute.                                           
 
HB  967     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/SENTENCING      
            Repeals requirement for post-sentence investigations             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 96, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB  995     DIEZ            BONDS                    
            Authorizes the issuance of debt financing instruments known as   
            Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicles (GARVEE) by the State Bond   
            Commission                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB  997     McMAINS         CIVIL/GARNISHMENT        
            Provides for service of garnishment petitions and notice of      
            contradictory motions                                            
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 96, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1009     PINAC           FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Creates a special permit for recreational vehicles               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1018     GREEN           PARISH/ORDINANCES        
            Provides for administrative adjudication procedures in           



            Jefferson Parish                                                 
               Reported favorably (10-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1021     R CARTER        MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL   
            Authorizes removing license tags and denying the renewal of      
            registration for certain vehicles                                
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1023     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/OFF ROAD     
            Removes requirement of permit for certain off-road vehicle       
            travel                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1024     PINAC           SALES                    
            Provides for sale/lease-back transactions                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1029     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/ENFORCEMENT  
            To provide procedure and time limits for attorney general's      
            approval or rejection of beneficial environmental project        
            settlements                                                      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1040     MORRELL         MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL      
            Provides for the recovery of general damages                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1047     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Limits the reimbursement schedule for medical expenses to 120%   
            of Medicare charges                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1063     LEBLANC         INTERGOV RELATIONS       
            Provides for membership and quorum of the Louisiana Advisory     
            Commission on Intergovernmental Relations                        
               Reported with amendments (8-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1068     WINSTON         CIVIL SERVICE/FIRE & POL 
            Provides relative to the employment and promotion of members of  
            the classified service                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1070     TRICHE          HEALTH/MEDICAL TREATMENT 
            Provides for persons authorized to give medical consent on       
            behalf of another                                                
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1093     DEVILLIER       WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Forfeiture of benefits if an employee provides false             
            information                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1098     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Provides for certain authorized passengers in vehicle with       
            driver with a learner's permit                                   
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1108     McMAINS         COURTS/COMMISSIONERS     
            Provides for the salaries of commissioners of judicial district  
            courts who are paid by the state                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1121     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Terminates benefits upon an injured employees' failure to        
            comply with his employer's substance abuse policy                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1122     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/SALES FIN    
            Requires licensure of certain lenders                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1128     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Provides relative to a motor vehicle dealer's sale of            
            demonstration vehicles and to spot delivery sales                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1129     PINAC           CONTRACTORS/CONSTRUCTION 
            Reduces peremptive periods for actions against certain           
            contractors                                                      
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 



HB 1130     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Provides relative to the relationship between motor vehicle      
            dealers and manufacturers                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1131     DEWITT          RETIREMENT/LOCAL         
            Creates a Deferred Retirement Option Plan for the City of        
            Alexandria Employees' Retirement System                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1141     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/SALES FIN    
            Relative to certain service charges and fees                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1143     R ALEXANDER     HEALTH/DHH               
            Provides with respect to testimonial privilege and records       
            involved in the licensing and regulation of health care          
            providers                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1144     MORRISH         LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS 
            Authorizes police chief of the town of Iowa to effect certain    
            disciplinary actions                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1146     ANSARDI         TAX/LOCAL                
            Authorizes the city of Kenner to impose a local tax on the       
            lease or rental of automobiles                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1148     FAUCHEUX        DISTRICT ATTORNEYS/ASST  
            Authorizes additional salaries for assistant district attorneys  
            in the 23rd JDC                                                  
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1152     KATZ            COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal cases to support the     
            court-appointed special advocate (CASA) program                  
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 91, nays 7.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1153     BRUCE           LOCAL OFFL/POLICE CHIEFS 
            Authorizes the governing authority of the village of Longstreet  
            to abolish the office of police chief or provide for filling     
            the office by appointment and provides for obtaining law         
            enforcement services                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1154     STELLY          ECONOMIC DEVEL/COMMUNITY 
            Creates the Ward One Economic Development Board of Calcasieu     
            Parish to promote, encourage, and participate in economic        
            development in the Ward One area of Calcasieu Parish             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1156     GALLOT          COURTS/CITY              
            Increases the jurisdictional amount for civil jurisdiction of    
            the City Court of Ruston                                         
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1176     FRUGE           MTR VEHICLE/REGISTRATION 
            Provides for titles for salvaged vehicles                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1197     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/COMPULS INS  
            Provides relative to reporting cancellations of motor vehicle    
            liability security                                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1210     R ALEXANDER     DISTRICTS/RECREATION     
            Relative to the board of commissioners of a recreation district  
            in Jackson Parish, authorizes ten members and provides for       
            terms                                                            
               Reported favorably (9-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1220     TOOMY           HOSPITALS                
            Provides relative to the sale or lease of any hospital owned by  
            a hospital service district in Jefferson Parish                  
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           



               yeas 103, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1225     FAUCHEUX        ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES      
            Provides for the Truth in Labeling and Consumer Information Act  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1229     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Provides relative to the scope of the hearing following          
            suspension of driver's license for certain violations            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1238     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTNS COMMR   
            Changes the filing fee for transfer of fiduciary account         
            agreements                                                       
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1243     TOWNSEND        CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Adds incest and aggravated incest to list of sex offenses with   
            special time period for institution of prosecution               
               Reported with amendments (6-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1245     DONELON         CIVIL/CLAIMS             
            Provides notification procedures of claims on open accounts      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1264     DANIEL          PUBLIC SFTY/DEPARTMENT   
            Provides relative to the Interagency Recreation Board within     
            the Dept. of Public Safety                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1265     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTNS COMMR   
            Requires refunding overcharged fees to consumers                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1269     PIERRE          PETROLEUM/OIL-GAS        
            Provides for Oilfield Site Restoration Commission membership     
            and meetings                                                     
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB 1272     PIERRE          SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Department of Natural Resources                   
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB 1273     DAMICO          CONSERVATION/OFFICE      
            Provides relative to funding of site-specific trust accounts     
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB 1274     PINAC           ECONOMIC DEVELOP/DEPT    
            Provides relative to funding for economic development            
            activities                                                       
               Sent to the Governor for executive approval.                      
 
HB 1279     HEATON          PARISH/ORLEANS           
            Creates the Oak Street Economically Disadvantaged Enterprise     
            Zone                                                             
               Reported favorably (10-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1282     CRANE           SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Makes various changes to the charter school law relative to the  
            chartering process, funding, age requirements, exemptions, and   
            application and authorizes BESE to charge certain fees           
               Reported with amendments (14-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1287     HOLDEN          BONDS/REVENUE            
            Provides relative to the issuance of revenue bonds on behalf of  
            the Department of Public Safety and Corrections                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1297     DURAND          PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the exchange of certain state property in St. Martin  
            Parish for certain properties owned by the St. Martin Land       
            Company                                                          
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB 1304     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/ASSESSORS     
            Provides relative to the payment and remittance of               
            contributions                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1305     BRUNEAU         ELECTIONS/DATES          
            Sets the election dates and terms of office for the recorder of  
            mortgages and register of conveyances for the parish of Orleans  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      



 
HB 1310     MURRAY          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Requires publication of releases of hazardous material in local  
            and daily newspapers                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1311     MURRAY          ENVIRONMENT/QUALITY DEPT 
            Requires the Department of Environmental Quality to post the     
            names of violators of the Louisiana Environmental Quality Act    
            on their website on the world wide web network, as well as       
            other information about the violations                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1325     DOWNER          GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Provides for the reorganization of the executive branch of       
            state government                                                 
               Reported by substitute.                                           
 
HB 1338     TOWNSEND        HIGHWAYS                 
            Authorizes off-road vehicles to travel on certain highways       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1340     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Repeals all "reemployment of retiree" laws and replaces them     
            with one law allowing full salary and full benefits after the    
            lapse of a 12 month waiting period                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1345     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE-STWIDE  
            Repeals provisions requiring board approval of retirement        
            benefits                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1347     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Repeals the restriction against becoming a member of a system    
            from which credit was previously transferred                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1357     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Adds a retired member to the board of trustees who is elected    
            by the retired members of the system                             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1358     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Increases the employee contribution rate and provides for a      
            retroactive benefit accrual rate increase                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1359     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Adds the agency from which a member retired, any public school   
            system, and any special education district to the list of        
            employers where a LSERS retiree cannot be reemployed             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1360     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Provides that extended, special, or advanced leave cannot be     
            used to qualify for disability retirement                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1361     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Redesignates the Initital Benefit Option as the Initial Benefit  
            Retirement Plan                                                  
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1384     RIDDLE          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Determines wages when considering income taxes                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1392     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Changes the status of DROP participants from being treated as    
            in retired status to being treated as active members             
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 



HB 1393     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides a minimum retirement benefit based on service credit    
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1394     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Prohibits a member who retires with 20 years of service from     
            being eligible for the Initial Benefit Option                    
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 102, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1403     MONTGOMERY      LICENSING                
            Provides for licensing of individuals who install and service    
            heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration        
            equipment                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1427     PIERRE          FISHING/LICENSES         
            Makes charter passenger fishing trip licenses available to       
            residents                                                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1439     WINSTON         PROPERTY/COMMUNITY       
            Provides for the allocation of assets pursuant to a summary      
            proceeding                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1448     PINAC           ECONOMIC DEVELOP/DEPT    
            Transfers various boards and commissions from the Department of  
            Economic Development to the office of the governor and other     
            agencies                                                         
               Sent to the Governor for executive approval.                      
 
HB 1458     RIDDLE          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for court referral of cases to mediation                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1471     WINSTON         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides with respect to the release of certain information      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1473     TOWNSEND        WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provision of false information by employer will result in        
            forfeiture of immunity from civil liability                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1477     PITRE           TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Creates the Louisiana Investment in Infrastructure for Economic  
            Prosperity Commission                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1478     SALTER          AGED PERSONS/AGING COUNC 
            Exempts councils on aging from renewal license fees payable to   
            DSS                                                              
               Reported favorably (11-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1483     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ WASTE    
            Relative to underground storage tanks and the Motor Fuels        
            Underground Storage Tank Fund                                    
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1486     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTNS OFFICE  
            Provides for the transfer of the office of financial             
            institutions to the office of the governor                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1496     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Imposes penalties for failure to pay installment or medical      
            benefits                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1510     TOWNSEND        WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides that the reduction in workers' compensation benefits    
            based on an employer's portion of a disability policy is         
            limited to the current employer                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1513     R ALEXANDER     PHYSICIANS               



            Provides for the practice of medicine and osteopathy             
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HB 1520     PINAC           CREDIT/CONSUMER          
            Relative to notification fees                                    
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd                   
               reading - regular calendar.                                       
 
HB 1523     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows determination of employment or self-employment by         
            vocational rehabilitation counselor                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1526     McMAINS         MORTGAGES                
            Provides relative to the reinscription of mortgages              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1527     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Authorizes advertising by the offices of cultural development,   
            film and video, the state library, and state museums in the      
            Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1532     DEWITT          CIVIL SERVICE/MUNICIPAL  
            Provides relative to the municipal civil service system for the  
            employees of the city of Alexandria                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1533     DANIEL          FIRE PROTECTION          
            Provides for the licensure of single state fire alarm            
            contracting                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1537     PIERRE          COURTS                   
            Authorizes judges by court rule to include Legal Services        
            Corporation as eligible legal assistance program                 
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1540     J D SMITH       COURTS/APPELLATE         
            Changes the parish composition of the First Circuit Court of     
            Appeal and the Third Circuit Court of Appeal                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1549     FAUCHEUX        MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Provides for restrictions and increases the age requirement for  
            learner, intermediate, and Class "E" driver's licenses           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1551     DIEZ            MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Provides relative to reports submitted to the office of motor    
            vehicles following a motor vehicle accident                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1552     ALARIO          BONDS                    
            Authorizes the issuance of pension obligation bonds to fund all  
            or a portion of the unfunded accrued liability of state          
            retirement systems                                               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1556     KENNARD         ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Relative to certain penalties and fees in the Hazardous          
            Materials Information, Development, Preparedness and Response    
            Act                                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1562     DONELON         CIVIL/OBLIGATIONS        
            Provides that a collection agency's business records shall be    
            considered "trade secrets"                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1566     PITRE           PORTS/DEEPWATER          
            Provides relative to the Millennium Port Commission              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1582     DIEZ            TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Provides relative to liability and clean-up costs for            
            environmental contamination on Dept. of Transportation and       
            Development property                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1584     K CARTER        DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Transfers the Louisiana Biomedical Research and Development      
            Park to the Department of Economic Development and changes its   



            membership and administration                                    
               Reported with amendments (11-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1590     RICHMOND        INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Prohibits acceptance of an application for coverage under a      
            Medicare+Choice plan unless certain requirements are met         
               Reported favorably (10-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1593     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Extinguishes the Motor Fuels Underground Storage Tank Trust      
            Fund in July, 2006 and repeals provisions relative to the tank   
            trust fund                                                       
               Becomes HB 2046.                                                  
 
HB 1595     HEBERT          TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Creates the Highway Maintenance Program                          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1598     K CARTER        DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Grants additional authority to Ernest N. Morial-New Orleans      
            Exhibition Hall Authority to issue bonds to finance expansion    
            projects and to provide for the levy and collection of certain   
            additional taxes, fees, and charges                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1607     DOERGE          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Authorizes the purchase of credit on an actuarial basis for      
            certain service performed while on contract                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1608     FAUCHEUX        RETIREMENT/PUBLIC OFFLS  
            Authorizes certain part-time public officials to participate in  
            a public retirement system if any such person ceases public      
            service and then regains a public position                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1611     FAUCHEUX        UTILITY/LINES            
            Provides for the administration of the Louisiana Underground     
            Utilities and Facilities Damage Prevention Law                   
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB 1612     THOMPSON        DISTRICTS/ECONOMIC DEVEL 
            Authorizes two or more municipalities in certain parishes to     
            create economic development districts                            
               Reported favorably (10-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1621     BAYLOR          UTILITIES                
            Requires the Louisiana Public Service Commission to adopt rules  
            to allow certain customers to enroll in deferred billing         
            programs                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1632     ANSARDI         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to assignment of health insurance benefits     
               Reported favorably (11-3) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1635     HOPKINS         GAMING                   
            Authorizes a video poker device licensee to advertise or         
            participate in certain promotions                                
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 74, nays 20.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1642     MURRAY          DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Authorizes any business and industrial development district in   
            a parish with a population of 475,000 or more to levy a 1%       
            sales tax on hotel occupancy within the boundaries of said       
            district                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1647     HEBERT          ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES      
            Provides notice requirements for retail dealer's permits         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1653     ANSARDI         INSURERS                 
            Requires workers' compensation insurance coverage on employees   
            of Employee Leasing Organizations                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1656     JOHNS           PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALS  
            Provides relative to per diem received by commissioners of the   
            Vinton Harbor and Terminal District                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1659     FAUCHEUX        UTILITY/LINES            



            Provides for the enforcement of the Louisiana Underground        
            Utilities and Facilities Damage Prevention Law                   
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB 1662     LANDRIEU        NOTARIES                 
            Provides with respect to the office of the custodian of          
            notarial records of the parish of Orleans                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1666     PINAC           ECONOMIC DEVELOP/DEPT    
            Reorganizes the Department of Economic Development               
               Sent to the Governor for executive approval.                      
 
HB 1674     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/COMPULS INS  
            Provides relative to method of delivering notices of             
            noncompliance                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1676     WINSTON         FISHING/CRABS            
            Provides relative to size limits and possession limits of stone  
            crabs                                                            
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 102, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1677     MURRAY          RETIREMENT/JUDGES        
            Provides for a permanent annual cost-of-living adjustment for    
            members of the Judges' Noncontributory Retirement Plan           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1678     HUNTER          SCHOOLS/BOARDS           
            Authorizes the Monroe City School Board to levy and collect an   
            additional sales tax                                             
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1684     ANSARDI         INSURERS                 
            Regulates Employee Leasing Insurance Organizations               
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1685     DANIEL          ATHLETE AGENTS           
            Changes the definitions of "athlete agent" and "athlete"         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1686     BROOME          PARKS/STATE              
            Repeals provisions relative to certain camping fee exemptions    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1689     LEBLANC         WELFARE/REFORM           
            Requires submission of federal quarterly reports to the          
            legislature                                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 94, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1698     DIEZ            HIGHWAYS                 
            Establishes an Access Management Program in the Department of    
            Transportation and Development                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1700     TOWNSEND        WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides for payment of one and one half the amount of withheld  
            benefits under certain circumstances                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1711     THOMPSON        PESTICIDES/HERBICIDES    
            Provides relative to Formosan Termite Initiative definitions     
            and commissioner powers and duties                               
               Received from the Senate with amendments.                         
 
HB 1716     PIERRE          FISHING/VESSELS          
            Provides relative to charter boat licenses                       
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 92, nays 1.  The bill, having received two-thirds            
               vote of the members elect, was finally passed, title              
               adopted, ordered to the Senate.                                   
 
HB 1720     CLARKSON        CIVIL/APPEALS            
            Provides relative to judicial review of decisions of historic    
            preservation commissions                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1721     DONELON         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   



            Regulates the recoupment of health insurance claims payments by  
            health insurance issuers                                         
               Reported with amendments (11-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1732     LEBLANC         WELFARE/REFORM           
            Allows TANF funds to be deposited in Individual Development      
            Accounts                                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 98, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,         
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1739     RIDDLE          INSURANCE CLAIMS         
            Provides for damages and penalties for an insurer failing to     
            timely pay a claim under a property and casualty policy          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1740     SCALISE         EMPLOYMENT/UNIONS        
            Provides relative to contracts                                   
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 61, nays 39.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1756     TOWNSEND        WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides for release of medical records and information on       
            an injured worker                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 5.      
 
HB 1759     LEBLANC         WELFARE/REFORM           
            Specifies that adult basic education and literacy training are   
            within the definition of vocational educational training for     
            purposes of TANF programs                                        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 93, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1768     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Relative to Louisiana trust companies                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1771     PRATT           CHILDREN                 
            Provides relative to fatherhood initiative                       
               Reported with amendments (12-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1772     DONELON         INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for fees for the Department of Insurance                
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 91, nays 3.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1774     PINAC           HOUSING/MANUFACTURED     
            Creates the Louisiana Manufactured Housing Commission            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1777     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Provides for various changes relative to the regulation of used  
            motor vehicle dealers                                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1779     FAUCHEUX        COMMERCE                 
            Provides relative to the registration of massage establishments  
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 88, nays 8.  The bill, having received              
               two-thirds vote of the members elect, was finally passed,         
               title adopted, ordered to the Senate.                             
 
HB 1785     GREEN           COURTS/COMMISSIONERS     
            Provides for the salary of the commissioners of the Criminal     
            District Court of Orleans                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1788     RIDDLE          SUCCESSIONS              
            Requires the judgment of possession to include names and         
            addresses of heirs or legatees                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1790     HEATON          INSURANCE/POLICIES       
            Provides for the disposition of bail bond premium fees           
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1793     RIDDLE          PROPERTY/COMMUNITY       
            Provides relative to the crediting of social security tax        



            payments in an action to partition certain community property    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1798     FRUGE           CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for the disclosure of certain medical documents         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1800     CROWE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides eligibility for TOPS-Tech and         
            Opportunity awards for certain students who graduate from high   
            schools or complete home study programs outside the U.S. and     
            its territories                                                  
               Reported favorably (12-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 1803     DEWITT          PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECTIONS  
            Relative to the payment to sheriffs or local governing           
            authorities for the feeding and keeping of certain prisoners     
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1805     HUNTER          CRIMINAL/RECORDS         
            Amends provisions relating to notice to schools when students    
            are involved in the juvenile correction system                   
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 97, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1812     L JACKSON       PROPERTY/ABANDONED       
            Relative to notice requirements on sale or donation of           
            adjudicated property and relative to redemption of certain       
            abandoned property                                               
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1819     GUILLORY        CIVIL/TRIALS             
            Provides for the appointment of a special master in certain      
            civil actions                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1825     LANCASTER       JUDGES/JUSTICE OF PEACE  
            Provides for the authority of retired justices of the peace to   
            perform marriages                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1827     TOOMY           ARCHITECTS               
            Revises provisions relative to the State Board of Architectural  
            Examiners                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1829     MURRAY          JUDGES/APPELLATE         
            Extends the term of a judge of the 4th Circuit Court of Appeal   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1836     QUEZAIRE        TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Provides relative to the erection of historical markers          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1838     SCHWEGMANN      EMERGENCY MED TECH       
            Authorizes all emergency medical technicians to carry and        
            administer epinephrine                                           
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1840     WOOTON          CORRECTIONS              
            Re-creates the Department of Public Safety and Corrections       
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 102, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1841     SHAW            COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Provides with respect to the court-appointed special advocate    
            programs in certain parishes                                     
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 90, nays 9.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 1845     PRATT           MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Creates the Delta SigmaTheta Sorority prestige license plate     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1847     HOLDEN          LAW ENFORCEMENT          
            Provides for the length of time within which an investigation    
            of a law enforcement officer must be completed                   



               Returned to the calendar, under the rules.                        
 
HB 1852     THOMPSON        TOURISM/COMMISSION       
            Provides relative to the creation of a tourist commission in     
            certain parishes                                                 
               Reported with amendments (9-0) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1855     RICHMOND        MTR VEHICLE/VIOLATIONS   
            Requires law enforcement agencies to report information          
            relative to traffic citations                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1856     DEVILLIER       CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            To provide that the amendment or modification of a criminal      
            sentence shall be conducted pursuant to procedures contained in  
            present law                                                      
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1858     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Provides relative to conservation of archaeological resources    
            on state lands                                                   
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1861     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/FEES         
            Authorizes the Department of Environmental Quality to increase   
            fees paid into the Environmental Trust Fund over a two year      
            period beginning in FY2003 and changes maximum statutory fee     
            caps                                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1863     FRUGE           CONTRACTS                
            Provides relative to retainage bonds for construction contracts  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1864     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to the waivering of public bid law             
            requirements for certain contracts by public entities            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1865     TUCKER          LOCAL FINANCE            
            Provides relative to sales tax increment financing of economic   
            development projects in certain parishes                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1867     WINSTON         CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of criminal failure to pay child or medical    
            support                                                          
               Reported with amendments (5-1) (Regular)                          
 
HB 1873     BRUCE           MTR VEHICLE/SEAT BELTS   
            Provides relative to the use of safety belts and child           
            restraint in motor vehicles                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1876     DONELON         CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES    
            Makes changes with respect to the classification of Synthetic    
            Dronabinol                                                       
               Reported favorably (6-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1880     LAFLEUR         DISTRICTS/RECREATION     
            Authorizes the creation of the Evangeline-Ville Platte           
            Recreation District                                              
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1881     SHAW            POLYGRAPHISTS            
            Provides relative to fees charged to out-of-state polygraphists  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1888     MONTGOMERY      MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS      
            Provides for biennial licensure of motor vehicle dealers and     
            others                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1890     KENNARD         FIRE PROTECTION          
            Provides relative to fire ground authority over all fire safety  
            personnel and other persons at emergency scenes                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1892     HAMMETT         DISTRICTS/ECONOMIC DEVEL 
            Authorizes creation of the Louisiana Delta Authority and         
            provdies for its purposes, governance, powers, and functions,    
            including the power to tax and issue debt                        
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1893     CLARKSON        MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 



            Provides for the use of certain prestige plate funds             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1897     PERKINS         ENVIRONMENT/ENFORCEMENT  
            Provides for maintenance of lists of certain enforcement         
            actions by the secretary of the Department of Environmental      
            Quality and for the distribution of such lists                   
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to              
               3rd reading - regular calendar.                                   
 
HB 1898     NEVERS          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides that a determination of ineligibility to participate    
            in an interscholastic athletic contest is not grounds for        
            injunctive relief                                                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HB 1900     KATZ            MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Changes the minimum number of applications required to create a  
            prestige license plate                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1902     DOWNER          MTR VEHICLE/TOWING       
            Provides relative to the towing of vehicles from private         
            property                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1914     JOHNS           MEDICAID                 
            Provides relative to Medicaid coverge of prescription drugs      
               Discharged from the Committee on HEALTH & WELFARE.            
               Read by title, recommitted to the Committee                       
               on APPROPRIATIONS.                                          
 
HB 1921     PITRE           DISTRICTS/TAXING         
            Creates a special taxing district known as the Grand Isle        
            Assistance District                                              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1924     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/SALES FIN    
            Provides for procedures for repossession of motor vehicles       
            under the Louisiana Motor vehicles under the Louisiana Motor     
            Vehicle Sales Finance Act                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1925     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/QUALITY DEPT 
            Provides that the Department of Environmental Quality shall      
            classify solid waste disposal facilities and determine number    
            of certified operators required at such facility                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1926     NEVERS          CREDIT/CARDS             
            Provides for notification if charges in a single billing period  
            are 75% or more of the credit card limit                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1927     NEVERS          INDIGENT DEFENSE         
            Increases the exemptions for paying court costs to the indigent  
            defender fund                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1929     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to public contracts and the prevention of      
            damage to underground utility facilities                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1932     FLAVIN          CONDOMINIUMS/TIMESHARING 
            Revises the Louisiana Timesharing Act                            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1934     SWILLING        AIRCRAFT/AIRPORTS        
            Provides that the governing authority of the Orleans Levee       
            District shall not enter into any contract for the sale of the   
            Lakefront Airport or for the privatization of the operation of   
            that airport unless and until the contract has been app          
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1936     BOWLER          LABOR                    
            Provides for registration of PEOs and defines the relationship   
            between PEOs, covered employees, and clients                     
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1942     TRICHE          MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Provides for creation of the Seniors-Our Heritage prestige       
            license plate                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 



HB 1945     MARTINY         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits certain high school students completing honors courses   
            and having a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.00 to   
            qualify for TOPS Performance Awards under specified              
            circumstances                                                    
               Reported with amendments (11-0) (Regular)                         
 
HB 1946     FAUCHEUX        MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Provides for the creation of the Louisiana Motor Speedway        
            license plate                                                    
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1948     PITRE           HIGHWAYS                 
            Provides relative to signs currently placed in highway or        
            street rights-of-way                                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1959     FUTRELL         TOURISM/COMMISSION       
            Provides relative to terms of commission members of the Baton    
            Rouge Area Convention and Visitors Bureau                        
               Reported favorably (8-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 1960     FUTRELL         POLICE/WEIGHTS-STANDARDS 
            Provides relative to administrative review of citations issued   
            by weights and standards stationary scale police officers        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at 10:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 1967     ANSARDI         MUNICIPALITIES           
            Authorizes the designee of the mayor, within certain             
            municipalities, to sign documents relative to domolition,        
            removal, repair, or maintenance of dangerous structures and      
            grass cutting, destruction, or removal of noxious weeds on priva 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1968     ANSARDI         EMBALMERS/FUNERAL DIRECT 
            Requires the Louisiana State board of Embalmers and Funeral      
            Directors to report all complaints to the commissioner of        
            insurance                                                        
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1971     G SMITH         SALES/CIGARETTES         
            Prohibits any person to sell, distribute, own, transport or      
            possess cigarettes that do not comply with federal law and       
            regulations                                                      
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1993     RICHMOND        CONTRACTORS              
            Provides relative to the national Electrical Code                
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 1994     SALTER          DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Creates the Sabine River Water and Sewer Commission              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 1998     LEBLANC         CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Provides for certain notice requirements relative to capital     
            outlay budget request submission                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 6.      
 
HB 1999     LAFLEUR         JUDGES                   
            Allows retiring judges to purchase the office furniture          
            assigned to that judge                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 2008     ALARIO          AIRCRAFT/AIRPORTS        
            Creates the Louisiana Airport Development Authority              
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 2009     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS/SUPPLEML  
            Appropriates funds to the University of Louisiana Board of       
            Supervisors - Nicholls State University for repairs and          
            improvements to facilities for the New Orleans Saints Training   
            Camp                                                             
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 95, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2012     DANIEL          STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides for a uniform information reporting   
            system and for certain notifications to parents of public        
            elementary and secondary school students                         
               Reported favorably (9-0) (Regular)                                
 
HB 2024     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/QUALITY      
            Provides for research, testing, and certification of new         



            technologies for environmental and sanitary purposes             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HB 2025     LANDRIEU        PROPERTY/ABANDONED       
            Relative to the donation of abandoned or blighted property, to   
            authorize the donation to nonprofit organizations of such        
            property free and clear of or at a reduced level of taxes,       
            paving and other assessments, interest, and penalties            
               Reported favorably (10-0) (Regular)                               
 
HB 2028     KATZ            AIRCRAFT/AIRPORTS        
            Creates a regional airport authority                             
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at 11:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 2.      
 
HB 2031     LUCAS           HOLIDAYS                 
            Provides that June 19th is a legal holiday                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 2032     HEBERT          AUCTIONS/AUCTIONEERS     
            Provides relative to absentee bidding and repeals prohibition    
            against purchasing any property at a sale made by the            
            auctioneer                                                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HB 2040     J D SMITH       PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALS  
            Provides that whenever any work is to be let by contract, port   
            districts located in parishes having a poulation between 50,000  
            and 55,000 shall abide by either the Public Bid Law or other     
            applicable law (Substitute bill for HB 1200)                     
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 101, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2042     BROOME          MORTGAGES                
            Requires rules and regulations regarding public awareness of     
            predatory lending practices                                      
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 100, nays 0.  Finally passed, title adopted,                 
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2043     DONELON         INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Creates specialty limited lines credit insurance licenses        
               Read third time by title, roll called on final passage,           
               yeas 99, nays 1.  Finally passed, title adopted,                  
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2044     MARTINY         GAMBLING                 
            Provides with respect to the regulation of gaming (Substitute    
            for HB1646)                                                      
               Read third time by title, amended, roll called on final           
               passage, yeas 81, nays 20.  Finally passed, title adopted,        
               ordered to the Senate.                                            
 
HB 2045     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows access to earaning records of an employee                 
               Read by title, passed to 3rd reading - regular calendar           
 
HB 2046     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Relative to the Motor Fuels Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund  
            and underground storage tanks                                    
               Read by title, substitute title adopted, lies over in the         
               same order of business, substitute for HB No. 1593.               
 
HR    1     ANSARDI         BOATS/SHIPS/VESSELS      
            Memorializes certain U.S. agencies to require vessels            
            transporting hazardous materials in La. to utilize a placarding  
            system                                                           
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HR   52     SCHNEIDER       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends law enforcement officials and civilian volunteers upon  
            the return of Lisa Bruno of Slidell                              
               Enrolled, signed by the Speaker of the House and taken by         
               the Clerk of the House to the Secretary of State in               
               accordance with the Rules of the House.                           
 
HR   53     QUEZAIRE        COMMENDATIONS            
            Recognizes Geismar area businesses and individuals for their     
            contributions in helping area residents find jobs through the    
            Geismar Workforce Training Program                               
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HR   54     L JACKSON       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Dr. E. Edward Jones, Sr. on the occasion of his 70th    
            birthday                                                         



               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HR   55     THOMPSON        COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Rayville High School basketball team, State Champs      
            2001                                                             
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HR   56     QUEZAIRE        COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends and congratulates the Ascension Catholic High School    
            girls basketball team on their state championship                
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.                          
 
HCR   7     ILES            RETIREMENT BENEFITS      
            Urges the United States Congress to enact the Railroad           
            Retirement and Suvivor's Improvement Act of 2001                 
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR  12     RIDDLE          MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Directs the Department of Public Safety and Corrections to       
            produce and distribute Louisiana Purchase Bicentennial license   
            plates for private passenger motor vehicles                      
               Read by title, amended, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd          
               reading.                                                          
 
HCR  15     CROWE           SCHOOLS/CLASS SIZE       
            Encourges local public school boards to reduce fourth and        
            eighth grade class sizes to a maximum of 20 students and         
            requests BESE to revise LEAP 21 policies to encourage such       
            reduction                                                        
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR  30     TOOMY           JUDGES                   
            Approves the salaries recommended by the Judicial Compensation   
            Commission and authorizes and directs the state treasurer to     
            pay authorized increases in certain judicial salaries            
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  39     LEBLANC         SANITARY CODE            
            Amends portion of the state Sanitary Code relative to sewage     
            disposal                                                         
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 4.      
 
HCR  50     LUCAS           CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes the United States Congress to recognize the last    
            week in April of every year as Minister Appreciation Week        
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
 
HCR  53     DURAND          UTILITIES                
            Urges and requests the PSC to make inquiries into the high       
            costs of energy                                                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/7  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  71     QUEZAIRE        COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Calvin Mills, Jr. upon his outstanding accomplishments  
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR  74     BROOME          CIVIL RIGHTS             
            Provides relative to racism and education about racism           
               Reported favorably (9-5) ()                                       
 
HCR  81     BRUNEAU         NOTARIES                 
            Requests the secretary of state to study and make                
            recommendations regarding the issuance of statewide commissions  
            for non-attorney notaries public                                 
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/8  at  9:00 A.M. in comm. rm. 3.      
 
HCR  82     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Urges the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism and the  
            Department of Economic Development to study the potential        
            benefits of an indigenous entertainment industry in Louisiana    
               Reported favorably (9-0) ()                                       
 
HCR  85     LAFLEUR         FISHING/CATFISH          
            Names Melville the Catfish Capital of Louisiana                  
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  88     FAUCHEUX        TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to     
            perform drainage improvements on a section of U.S. Hwy. 61 in    
            LaPlace, La.                                                     
               Read by title, ordered engrossed, passed to 3rd reading.          
 
HCR  94     LANDRIEU        JUVENILES                



            Creates the Joint Legislative Juvenile Justice Commission and    
            the Ad Hoc Juvenile Justice Advisory Board                       
               Scheduled to be heard on  5/3  at  9:30 A.M. in comm. rm. 1.      
 
HCR  96     WINSTON         SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Proclaims April 26, 2001, "Take Our Daughters to Work Day"       
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR  97     TOWNSEND        COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends head coach John Michael McConathy and the players,      
            assistant coaches, and other staff members of the Northwestern   
            State University mens' basketball team for a remarkable season   
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR  98     SCHNEIDER       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends internationally recognized pianist Ronnie Kole          
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR  99     SCHNEIDER       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the 2000-01 Saint Paul's High School swimming team      
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 100     SCHNEIDER       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the 2000-01 Saint Paul's High School wrestling team     
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 101     SCHNEIDER       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the 2000-01 Saint Paul's High School cross country      
            team                                                             
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 102     BRUNEAU         CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses the condolences of the Legislature of Louisiana        
            upon the death of former Representative Vernon J. Gregson        
               Taken by the Clerk of the House and presented to the              
               Secretary of State in accordance with the Rules of the            
               House.                                                            
 
HCR 103     BROOME          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Marsha Johnson "Marty" Evans                            
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 105     POWELL          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends and salutes the Patient Relations Section of the        
            Health Care Services Division                                    
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 106     McMAINS         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the recipients of the Louisiana Young Heroes Awards     
            for 2001                                                         
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 107     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/SUGAR        
            Urges and requests Dept. of Transportation and Development and   
            the Dept. of Agriculture to work together on enforcing weight    
            limits on state roadways                                         
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on TRAN, HWY & PUBL WKS.                                
 
HCR 108     KENNARD         SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Recognizes May 1, 2001, as Louisiana Family Day and urges the    
            citizens and leaders of Louisiana to appropriately observe this  
            significant occasion                                             
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 109     SCHNEIDER       CONDOLENCES              
            Judge Gus A. Fritchie, Jr.                                       
               Received from the Senate without amendments.                      
               Enrolled and signed by the Speaker of the House.                  
 
HCR 110     HEBERT          TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to      



            cease issuance of certain permits                                
               Read by title, under the rules, referred to the                   
               Committee on TRAN, HWY & PUBL WKS.                                
 
HCR 111     NEVERS          CURRICULA                
            Encourages the study of the Bible in schools                     
               Read by title, rules suspended, under the rules, referred         
               to the Committee on EDUCATION.                         
 
HCR 112     R ALEXANDER     DENTISTRY                
            Commends the Louisiana Dental Association and the Donated        
            Dental Services Program of Louisiana                             
               Read by title, rules suspended, adopted, ordered to the           
               Senate.                                                           
 
HCR 113     ILES            HEALTH/PERINATAL CARE    
            Urges and requests the office of public health to promote        
            breastfeeding in its public health clinics and to the public     
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 114     R ALEXANDER     CHILD DAY CARE           
            Recreates the Louisiana Child Day Care Task Force                
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 115     R ALEXANDER     GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Authorizes and requests the Law Institute to change outdated     
            references to the Department of Health and Human Resources and   
            the office of family services                                    
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 116     BROOME          WELFARE                  
            Creates the Task Force on Faith Based Programs                   
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 117     HOLDEN          SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Proclaims the week of October 7-13, 2001 as Alpha Phi Alpha      
            Fraternity, Inc.'s "Project Alpha Week"                          
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 118     LEBLANC         HEALTH                   
            Urges and requests DHH and DSS to present formal                 
            recommendations regarding services for the mentally retarded     
            and developmentally disabled                                     
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         
 
HCR 119     HUTTER          HIGHWAYS                 
            Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to      
            erect certain directional signs to Delgado Community College     
               Read by title, lies over under the rules.                         


